
There’s nothing quite like winter in Europe. 
The steaming mugs of delicious gluhwein. 

The lively Christmas markets. And the 
breathtaking sight of snow-covered cities 

and mountains. Bring your fairytale dreams 
to life on these awe-inspiring adventures.

Discover more Travel Styles and learn 
about creating your own adventure 
with the new 2019 Europe brochure.

Order one today at busabout.com
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Hit the slopes or marvel at the scenery by day, and take in the atmosphere of the 
warm chalet bars by night. See the jaw-dropping valleys of Lauterbrunnen, enjoy a 
stein in Munich, chow down on a schnitzel in Vienna, wander the fairy-tale markets in 
Prague and revel in Berlin's buzzing nightlife.
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INCLUSIONS 
• Your fantastic Busabout crew
• 14 nights’ accommodation
• 8 breakfasts, 2 dinners
• 5-day ski pass
• All coach transportation
• Vienna Schnapps Museum
• Guided orientation walks through Munich, Vienna,  
  Salzburg, Cesky Krumlov, Prague and Berlin

FREE TIME  Chill out or join an optional activity 
• Ski lessons in Les Deux Alps 
• Party your way into the New Year in the famous  
  apres-ski of the French Alps 
• Watch the sunset over snow-capped mountains
• Enjoy a traditional Swiss feast in Lauterbrunnen
• Take in the sights of the city of love itself, Paris
• Clink steins in Munich's traditional beer halls
• Explore the streets of picturesque Cesky Krumlov
• Stroll the streets of pretty Salzburg
• Enjoy a day trip to Kutna Hora’s bone chapel
• See the spectacle of the Lipizzaner horses at the  
   Hofreitschule in Vienna
• Visit the Hofburg and Schonbrunn Palaces
• Wander across the bustling Charles Bridge
• Explore the festive markets in Prague
• Party in Prague’s famous Old Town
• Explore the streets of Berlin, bursting with history

NEED TO KNOW

START:  Paris. 2pm
END:  Berlin. 10am

Accommodation: Self-catering apartment & hostel multi-share. Accommodation 
upgrades: Private twin room (min. 2 people). Pre & post accommodation is 
available on MyTrip with no booking fees. Local tax included. *Per person price is 
based on multi-share. (B: Breakfast | D: Dinner) 

2019 DEPARTURE DATES & PRICES

START FINISH
27 Dec 10 Jan

DON'T WANT THE SKI PASS?
Book the same trip without the ski pass and enjoy 
exploring the snow-capped mountains instead!

HIGHLIGHTS 
• Party into the New Year in the French Alps
• Clink steins in traditional beer halls of Munich
• Enjoy the winter markets in beautiful Prague
• Plus all bolded highlights in the itinerary

DAY 1 |  PARIS
Get excited, your adventure is about to kick off! Meet 
your awesome guide, then you’re free to head out and 
explore the French capital. Later we’ll have an included 
driving tour of the city to check out the main sights. 

DAY 2 |  PARIS - LES DEUX ALPES
This morning we’re up bright and early, heading for Les 
Deux Alpes. Tonight we’ll soak up the atmosphere of 
some of the best apres-ski in the world! Think warm 
chalet bars, sloshing beers and merriment all around. (B)

DAY 3 - 7 |  LES DEUX ALPES
Five full days of skiing await in this pristine winter 
wonderland! Spend your evenings absorbing the 
atmosphere of the world famous apres-ski. Here the 
vibe is casual and merry, the drinks are flowing and the 
company is lively.

DAY 8 |  LES DEUX ALPES - LAUTERBRUNNEN
It’s time to hit the road and head to Lauterbrunnen. 
We’ll arrive this afternoon, and you can soak up the 
breathtaking views and wander the pretty streets. 
Tonight we have an included traditional Swiss feast! (D)

DAY 9 |  LAUTERBRUNNEN - MUNICH
Today we make tracks towards Munich. Upon arrival 
we’ll have an orientation walk of the Old Town and 
tonight you have the option to hit one of the traditional 
beer halls to enjoy a feast and clink some steins! (B)

DAY 10 |  MUNICH - SALZBURG - VIENNA
We are Austria-bound! First off we’ll have a stop in the 
city of Salzburg, where we’ll have an orientation walk 
and explore the streets. Later we’ll arrive in Vienna and 
tour the famous Schnapps Museum. (B)

DAY 11 |  VIENNA
Vienna awaits today! See the Lipizzaner horses at the 
Hofreitschule, visit a museum, or enter the home of 
Beethoven. See the majesty of the imperial palaces of 
the Hofburg and Schonbrunn, which houses the world’s 
oldest zoo. (B)

DAY 12 |  VIENNA - CESKY KRUMLOV - PRAGUE
Our first stop of the day is Cesky Krumlov, where we’ll 
explore the Old Town and get a glimpse of the castle. 
We’ll arrive in our destination of Prague this afternoon 
to enjoy an orientation walk and a few drinks with 
dinner at a traditional restaurant. (B, D) 

DAY 13 |  PRAGUE
Today is yours to explore and experience every inch of 
this magical city. See the glorious Prague Castle, visit 
the Old Town Square and its fantastic festive markets, 
and see the intricate Prague Astronomical Clock dating 
back to the 1400s. (B)

DAY 14 |  PRAGUE - BERLIN
Onwards to Berlin. We’ll arrive this afternoon and you 
can head out for a free walking tour. Later on, venture 
out into the night and experience Berlin’s renowned 
nightlife for our final night together! Prost! (B)

DAY 15 |  BERLIN
We check out after breakfast. Hope to see you again 
soon! (B)
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15 DAYS

Without Ski Pass

With Ski Pass


